
Hi, 

With reference to your new draft code of practice (see email subject) I have been a member of the 
Maclean (NSW) Flying Fox Working Group for a decade now as a representative of community group 
Valley Watch Inc., and have been studying and monitoring flying fox colonies and their impact on 
human communities for the last two decades. In that time I have seen that the "High impact camp 
management actions" referred to in the draft code have various problems associated with them. To 
name only some, and with reference to the excerpt from the draft code in green below: 

9a): This is costly, ongoing and harmful to native vegetation. It can help humans, however, by 
distancing flying foxes from them. However there is a tendency for the offsets that are required to 
compensate for the buffering to either never occur, not be monitored, or allowed to fail. 

9b): I have not seen this in action but it would likely be very costly 

9c): Having seen this attempted on various occasions, it inevitably involves huge ongoing expense 
(since the flying foxes always return unless their habitat has been razed), foists colonies of flying 
foxes onto new human communities, and despite the mitigation measures described in the draft 
code, always does involve stress and fatigue to flying foxes and other animal. Anecdotally, there 
have been cases where camp managers seek out flying fox 'experts' to be present who have a known 
bias towards disturbing of animals, and turn a blind eye to their stress and fatigue. In short, I cannot 
think of any cases where this action could be viable and do not think it deserves to be an option. It 
does not constitute a solution to conflict between flying foxes and humans. In the case of the well-
documented such conflict in Maclean, a high school was built adjacent to an existing, well-
documented rainforest and flying fox colony (and a cemetery), and the conflict was created by poor 
planning right then. Future planning, rather than often cruel and ineffective bandaid measures, are 
the solution. Relocating Maclean high school would be the only way to properly deal with the 
problem (amongst many others) that the existing school has with the flying fox colony. 

Thanks for the opportunity to comment, 

 

 

 

"9. High impact camp management actions 



High impact camp management actions are any one or more of the following carried out on public 
land:  

a) Trimming or otherwise clearing vegetation at the camp boundary to create a buffer of cleared 
space between the flying-fox camp and areas of human settlement;  

b) Installation of noise attenuation fencing between the flying-fox camp and nearby residents;  

c) Disturbance actions, being non-lethal actions aimed at moving flying-foxes away from or 
preventing flying-foxes from occupying a specific location in a manner that will not cause harm or 
injury to flying-foxes. Disturbance actions may include (without limitation): 

i. Habitat modification,  

ii. Acoustic disturbance;  

iii. Visual disturbance;  

iv. Physical disturbance; or  

v. Disturbance with smoke." 

 




